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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Central Board
Votes Special
Student Rates
Interscholastic Track Meet
Tickets to Be Reduced
If 500 Sign Up

Students Sponsor
Afternoon Dance
First Twenty-five Women Admitted
Tree to Today’s Mixers
. There will be a matinee mixer this
afternoon from 4 o’clock until 6
o’clock in the gold Toom of the Stu
dent Union building. Milt Anderson
and five members of his dance band
will provide music for the occasion.
The Montana Student Union, which
sponsors the matinee mixers, has an
nounced through its management,
that the first twenty-five university
women to arrive at the dance will be
admitted free of charge providing they
stay until the dance is over.
Hereafter, matinee mixers will be
held once a week on Tuesday after
noon. The date for the mixers will
not be alternated as was previously
announced.

Central board voted last week to
again make arrangements with the In
terscholastic Track Meet cofnmittee to
allow, university students to attend
the track and field events for half
price,
The arrangements are to be made
in the same manner as in previous
years. Those students who wish to
may sign petitions authorizing the
business office to add a dollar to their
spring guarter bills which will permit
them to attend the two days of track
and field events. However, five hun
dred students must sign the petitions
before it will be possible to make the
arrangements.
Five hundred dollars of the money
taken in in this manner will be turned
over to the Track Meet committee.
The rest is to be used for sending ath
letes to Olympic tryouts or for sending a team to an invitation national Goya, Spanish Dancer, Will
track meet.
Be Assisted by Secon,
The petitions were sent to the vari
ous fraternity and sorority houses on
Beatrice Burford
the campus and to the residence halls.
Petitions will be placed on the bulle
University students, through the
tin boards for those students who do efforts of the Outside Entertainment
not live in the halls or in the houses. committee and the Missoula Commun
ity Concert association, will have the
opportunity of seeing Caroia Goya,
"Spain’s Dancing Ambassador of
Peace,” here Wednesday, March 25.
Miss Goya will have as assisting art
ists, Beatrice Burford, famous harpist,
and Norman Secon, renowned concert
pianist.
Senorita Goya, celebrated for her
Art Collection In Copper Ball Room
virtuosity with the castinets and for
Of Student Union Building
her extraordinary “heel work” — one
Sponsored by Yphantls
of the most difficult features of Span
ish dancing — has a larger repertoire
Exhibit of 23 water colors by than any other Spanish dancer ever
George Fearse Ennis, president of the seen in the United States, having at
American Water Color society, will be her command more than forty num
on display in the copper ballroom of bers, including traditional Spanish
the Student Union building during dances and Spanish idiom dances
March. It will be open to the public composed by herself.
on Tuesday, Thursday and Satucday
The program will consist of 12 set
afternoons from 1 to 6 o’clock, and numbers, equally divided between tra
on Sunday afternoons from 1:30 to ditional and newly arranged dances.
5:30 o’clock.
As every dance has Its own costume,
“It is an excellent opportunity to there will be a riot of color in addi
see water colors by an expert,” said tion to a wide variety of mood, rhythm
Professor George Yphantis of the fine and tempo, and a spirited accompani
arts department. “Few living artists ment of castanets, cymbals and stamp
can handle water colors with greater ing feet.
or equal sureness, whether the sub
Students will be admitted upon the
ject is the landscape, the waves of presentation of their A. S. U. M. activ
the Atlantic, or a portrait. In water ity cards.
colors more than any other medium
any lack of sureness or fumbling is.
utterly fatal. It is Impossible as It Is
difficult for the artist to know and
recognize the moment the picture Is
complete. From then on, every brush
stroke Is detrimental.”
Plans for the first Military ball on
The collection Includes a great
variety of pictures, among which are the Montana campus are well under
way,
according to members of Scab
“Portrait of Wayman Adams," well
known portrait painter of New York; bard and Blade,, national military fra
“Greek Festival at Tarpon Springs,” ternity, who are endeavoring to bring
and “Storm Cove.” The portraits are this traditional affair to this institu
tion. *
valued from $75 to $300 each.
Committees have been active for the
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dietrich and last week, working on publicity, selec
tion
of adequate programs, decora
son of Deer Lodge, were visitors on
the campus over the week-end. Die tions, music and arrangement of
dances.
The Military ball will be held
trlch is president of the Deer Lodge
during the first part of spring quarter.
Alumni club.

Trio of Artists
Are Scheduled
For March 25

Ennis’ Exhibit
Is On Display
This Afternoon

Plans for Military
Dance Progressing

Student Union Not Connected
W ith National Liberal Group
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Graduation Class
Watts Will Speak
State Historical
Interfraternity Council
Grows as New
To Authors’ Club
Records Work
Applicants File
Considers Abandoning
Gets Underway
Part of Spring Rushing
Paul Phillips Is Chairman
Lennes, Club Secretary, Announces
Plans for March Meeting

Greek Males Favor Concerted Action Towards Boosting
State University During Interscholastic Week;
Prevailing Expenses to Be Cut
• Interfraternity council is considering a plan to abandon extensive
Track Meet rushing in favor of concerted action on the part of the
fraternities towards boosting the university. The proposed changes
were discussed at the last meeting of the council when a committee
was chosen to look into the feasibility®—
of the plan and make arrangements
Examination Schedule
for the details. Definite action will
be taken at the first meeting of the
Final schedules for examinations at
spring quarter.
The changes that were suggested at the end of the winter quarter have
the meeting included the limiting of been prepared by the registrar's of
rushing functions to dinners. Univer fice. Conflicts should be reported at
sity professors will be obtained to once to the registrar’s office or Dr.
speak at the dinners about the various A. S. Merrill. Special examinations
schools and departments of the insti will not be. permitted unless the In
structor recommends the application
tution.
Under the new rules the fraternities and the petition is approved by Dr.
will place their extra room at the dis R. H. Jesse before the time of the
posal of the Interscholastic Track examination.
Following is the revised schedule;
Meet committee for the housing of
visiting competitors. The present sys March 16 (Monday) 8-10 o’clock—all
9
o'clocks (except those listed else
tem of housing visitors who are not
entered in competition will be aban where on this schedule); forestry 15;
forestry 37. 10:10-12:10 o’clock—so
doned.
With the changing of these rules cial science lib ; economics 14b; edu
Interfraternity plans to suggest to the cation 22; ‘ forestry 40b; 1:10-3:10
university officials that the various o’clock—all 2 o’clocks (except those
schools and departments prepare dis listed elsewhere on this schedule);
plays and hold open house for the forestry 24; pharmacy 27. 3:20-5:20
visitors. It was proposed that the o’clock—biology 101; French 121;
fraternities furnish guides to show the German 122; geology 17; physical
education 143b (women); forestry
visitors around the campus.
The purpose of the changes is to mathematics 35b; Bus. Ad. 12a.
March 17 (Tuesday) 8-10 o’clock—
eliminate the prevailing rushing ex
pense that the fraternities encounter all 11 o’clock's (except those listed
each year and to offer more assistance elsewhere on this schedule); forestry
to the institution in presenting an 13b. 10:10-12:10 o’clock — physical
attractive appearance to the visitors science 17b; biological science 13b;
business administration 129; home
from the high schools.
The committee that is handling the economics 15b (sections I and II).
proposed changes consists of Floyd 1:10-3:10 o’clock—all 1 o’clocks (ex
Berg, Butte; Leon Lockridge, White- cept those listed elsewhere on this
fish, and James Meagher, Great Falls. schedule). 3:20-5:20 o’clock—mili| tary science; Spanish 122; home eco
nomics 21.
March 18 (Wednesday) 8-10 o’clock
all 10 o’clocks (except those listed
elsewhere on this schedule); forestry
38. 10:10-12:10 o’clock—humanities
15b; botany lib; education 66; his
tory 13b; 1:10-3:10 o’clock — all 3
o’clock classes (except those listed
elsewhere on this schedule); forestry
14; music 29b; pharmacy 12b; phys
Will Go to Manager, Four ical education 143b (men); pharmacy
12b. 3:20-5:20 o'clock—economics 16;
Swimmers, Ten Boxers
forestry 25b.
And Wrestlers
March 19 (Thursday) 8-10 o’clock—
all 8 o’clocks (except those listed
Minor sports letters will be awarded elsewhere on this schedule); forestry
to 15 men, 14 of whom were winners 23a; forestry 26; pharmacy 31; phar
in the tournament Saturday, the macy 33. 10:10-12:10 o’clock—French
minor sports board announced yester lib ; German lib ; Spanish lib ; Jour
day. Five boxers, five wrestlers' and nalism lib; mathematics 12.
four swimmers completed the require
Special examinations are permitted
ments for emblems.
only in case the instructor recom
John Blair, Forsyth, was appointed mends the application and the petition
minor sports manager for the spring is approved by Dr. R. H. Jesse. Peti
quarter. Leighton Downing, Missoula, tions for special examinations must
receives a letter as winter quarter bo filed before the week of final exam
inations. Any major conflict appear
manager. '
Randall Jarvis, Stevensville; Ken ing on the schedule should be re
neth Lewis, Lavina; Clarence Blejil, ported Immediately to Dr. A. S. Mer
Lewistown; John McCauley, Miles rill or the registrar’s office.
City, and John Williams, Brockton,
Massachusetts, were awarded boxing
emblems. Joseph Crisafulll, Glendive;
Harold Lewis, Lavina; John MacDon
ald, Helena; Walter Westman, Great
Falls, and Leland Yates, Victor, will
receive wrestling letters.
James Hennings, Evanston, Illinois,
who won his third minor sports Bishop Gilmore to Make Address
Later In Quarter; Trip Is
swimming letter Saturday, will re
Planned to St. Ignatius
ceive a sweater. Others who were

M inor Sports
Board to Give
Fifteen Letters

Spring Quarter
Plans Discussed
By Newman Club

National Organization Combining Socialist, Communist
Sympathizers Has No Affiliation with Local
Association; Name Change Suggested

awarded swimming letters are Steve
Plans for the spring quarter were
Angland, Great Falls; Bob Flint,
Wheeler; Jack Regan, Missoula, and outlined at the last meeting of the
Newman olub, which was held Sunday
Willis Sorg, Poison.
morning at St. Anthony’s parish hall,
Bishop Gilmore will address the club
The Montana Student Union wishes to officially announce to the
at an early meeting during the spring
quarter; Attorney-General Ray
public that it is in no way whatsoever affiliated with the American
Nagle will give a talk at one of the
Student Union,” which is a combination of two liberal student organ
meetings, and the annual trip to St.
izations. 'These two organizations, the Student League for Industnal
Ignatius to inspect the second oldest
Democracy, a socialist group, and the®
~
~~
’
mission In the state will be made.
Nell
Grant,
who
was
graduated
National Student League, an avowedly ciation we do not challenge their aims
Leo Valiton, Seattle, gave a report
communist group, under their new and purpose, nor do we challenge the from the university in 1930, became
name represent an action group con- right of students to further these the bride of Thomas P. Mulvlhlll II, on the consecration ceremonies for
Bishop
Gilmore, which he and Joe
on
February
22,
in
Columbus.
The
cerned with the abolition of the R. 0. | ends, but we do strongly protest,the
bride Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs McDowell, Lynwood, California, at
T. C. and the preservation of peace, adoption of the phrase ’Student Union1
tended
as
representatives of the New
H. I. Grant of Columbus.
the preservation of freedom of speech as part of their new name.”
The bride attended the University man club.
At present the Association of Col
and action in colleges, of equality of
Luella Head, Casper, Wyoming,
of Southern’ California for two years
races—to name a few planks of their lege Unions is engaged in an attempt
played a violin solo, “The Song of
to make this other group adopt an before coming to the ’ University of
platform.
India” to open the program of enter
Montana.
She
Is
a
member
of
Kappa
Carl Lauterbach, president of the other name for themselves, in order Alpha Theta sorority.
tainment. Helen Halloran, Anaconda,
Association of College Unions, in a | to avoid confusion. The Montana Stu
The groom attended the university, directed the choir.
recent letter to the university, urges dent Union is expressly an organiza and Is a member of Sigma Phi Ep
students to make known the fact that tion consisting of the en re s u en
Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller enter
silon, social fraternity. He is now em
the Student Union on the campus is body, which sponsors projects for the
ployed by the Works Progress Ad tained several friends at their home
not affiliated with the “American Stu benefit of the students and campus ministration In Billings.
Friday evening.
dent Union.” He says, "As an asso- j life.

Former Students
Wed in Columbus

Lyle F. Watts, a member of the
United States forest service person
nel, will read a paper at the regular
meeting of the Authors’ club, Satur
day, March 14, at the Congregational
church, according to an announce
ment made by Dr. N. J. Lennes, pro
fessor In the mathematics department,
who is secretary, of the club.
“The relationship of range land to
the social and economic welfare of
the northwest,” is the subject which
Mr. Watts will discuss. He has been
doing research work covering this
field for several years, and Is well
acquainted with the problems of the
situation. Mr. Watts leaves Missoula
to take over a new poBt In the east
some time after the middle of the
month.

Frontier Offers
Varied Stories
In N ew Issu e
Former University Students
And A, E. Rothermich
Are Contributors
Copies of the spring edition of
"Frontier and Midland,” northwest
regional literary magazine published
on the campus and edited by Profes
sor H. G. Merriam, will be obtainable
next week. Among the authors con
tributing to this edition are three for
mer university students and Captain
A. E. Rothermich, instructor of mili
tary science.
Rachael Fern Taylor, student here
last summer quarter, who Is now
teaching at Wolf Point, Is the author
of “Bun,” a story dealing with Indian
life on a reservation.
Bell. Fliegelman Wlnstlne, Helena,
who was a student here in 1934 is the
author of “Pieces,” a story of marital
relations.
Captain Rothermich, who has been
connecud with the R. O. T. C. unit at
the university since 1932, has edited
a long account entitled “Early Days
at Fort Missoula.”
Carol Egland, student here last
year, Is the author of “Encounter," a
hunting poem.
“Love In Sun and Silver Sea,” by
Dr. Martin S; Peterson is another
article to appear in the spring Issue.
Dr. Peterson is a professor at the Uni
versity of Nebraska and Is to be pro
fessor of American literature here
during the summer quarter.

Shaw Is Queen
At Spur Dance
Bear Paws Honor Co-ed at Annual
Affair Saturday Night

Two Hundred and Six Will Receive
Degrees in June If Work
Is Completed

Five more students have placed
their applications for degrees to be
granted at the end of the spring quar
ter, bringing the total number of de
gree applications to 206, according to
an hnnouncement made by Michael
Mansfield, secretary of the committee
on admission and graduation.
If the required work is not com
pleted by the end of the quarter, it Is
possible that the number of students
who receive degrees In June will not
be this large.
Students who have recently placed
applications are Elsie Hirshberg, Choteau, journalism; Carol Wood, Libby,
education; Emy Graf, Bozeman, Eng
lish; Vera Smith, Twin Bridges, phar
macy, and Jack Lubrecht, Bonner,
business administration.

University Will Debate
With Normal College
Margaret Holmes, Helena, and Mil
dred McDonald, Baker, will represent
the university in debate with dele
gates from the State Normal college
of Dillon, In room 102, library, at 4
o’clock this afternoon.
The subject for debate will be Re
solved; That Congress Should Have
the Power to Over-ride by a Twothirds Vote, Decisions of the Supreme
Court Declaring Laws Unconstitu
tional.” The debate will be non-declslonal.

Many Students
Receive Army
M erit Awards

Of Survey Sponsored
By Government
Work on the Montana historical
records survey was begun yesterday
by Dr. Paul C. Phillips, chairman of
the history and political science de
partment, who was named director of
the survey three weeks ago. Dr. Phil
lips’ staff eventually will comprise
approximately sixteen individuals who.
will compile the survey of state,
county and municipal records. The
Investigation Is being conducted In
connection with the writers’ division
of the WPA.
Work also is being started on a sur
vey of federal archives, this division
being under the direction of Daniel
J. Sullivan, who Is an alumni of one
of the units of the Greater University.
He is expected to work in conjunction
with Dr. Phillips, although the sur
veys deal with different records.
Sullivan was appointed by Dr.
Philip M. Hamer, national director of
the federal archives survey, who late
last week asked Dr. Phillips to assist
Sullivan in any way that he could.
Sullivan applied for the position of
Montana director of the survey, claim
ing that he was an alumnus of the uni
versity, although records here do not
show that he was ever a studeut at
the state university. It Is probable
that he is a graduate of one of the
other units of the Greater University.
The work of Dr. Phillips’ division
will be research in the records of
county and municipal governments as
well as In state Tecords and those of
individuals. Sullivan’s work will deal
with records In federal forts, Indian
agencies, In district attorneys’ offices
and United States judges’ offices.
Luther H. Evans Is association na
tional director of the division of which
Dr. Phillips Is state head.
The work will be completed during
the early summer.

Ten Freshmen Axe Honored
For Outstanding Ability
Columbia Exams
In Military Science
Merit ribbons, awarded for out
standing scholarship in military sci
ence, have been presented for last fall
quarter to one senior, one junior, five
sophomores and ten freshmen.
There are four different types of
ribbons, one of copper, silver and
gold, which is presented to seniors;
a gold one to juniors, silver to sopho
mores, and copper to freshmen..
Webster Searles, Missoula, was
awarded the senior ribbon. Edward
G. Cook, Missoula, was awarded the
gold ribbon, and the following sopho
mores received silver ribbons: John
R. Castles, Superior; Walter A. Shaw,
Missoula; Melvin E. Singleton, Vida;
Bernard F. Sjaholm, Great Falls, and
Robert B. Young, Livingston.
Freshmen who received the first
year basic ribbon are Kirk S. Booth,
Gibbs, Idaho; Clifford J. Carmody,
Kalispell; Fred W. Dickman, Mis
soula; Thomas P. Koch, Missoula;
Bee C. Lorenz, Anaconda; Sam R.
Parker, Butte; Russell D. Peterson,
Glasgow; Jack P. Preston, Great
Falls; Stanley H. Shaw, Missoula,
and Donald A. Smart, Harlowton.

Given Last Week
Scholarships to Advanced School
Of Education Awarded
Competitive examinations for schol
arships in the advanced school of edu
cation at the Teachers’ college,
Columbia university, were held In
Main hall Friday, Saturday and Sun
day. Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson was
appointed chairman of the committee
in charge of the examinations. Other
members were Dr. Freeman Daugh
ters, dean of the education school, and
Miss Helen Gleason, professor In the
home economics department.
Sixteen scholarships, valued from
$1,200 to $2,000 are granted to stu
dents in various sections of the coun
try, Montana and Idaho being Includ
ed in one section.

ORGAN DEMONSTRATION
Colleen Shaw, Missoula, was chosen
as the Pear Baw queen at the annual
Bear Paw-Spur dance held last Satur
Professor Edward Little will demday night in the gold room of the Stu
o n s t r a t e harmonics, combination
tones, harmony, etc., on the electric
dent Union building.
organ in the Student Union auditorium
Others nominated were Jean-Lewis,
Friday at 11 o’clock. It is for the
Glendive; Irene Marceau, Butte;
Patricia McDonald, Butte; Dorothy
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces the physical science class but others are
Roseborough, Livingston, and Roberta pledging of Herb Pierce, Great Falls. welcome.
Rogers, Wolf Point
Chaperons for the dance were Presi
dent and Mrs. George Simmons, Dr.
and Mrs. J. W. Severy, Dr. and Mrs.
E. L. Freeman, Dean A. L. Stone, Mr.
and’Mrs. A. J. Lewandowski, Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Fessenden and Dean
Mary Elrod Ferguson.
At the intermission the queen was Contest Is Sponsored by Intercollegiate Association;
crowned and presented a corsage of
Prizes of $60 and $40 to Be Awarded to Winners;
flowers before a crowd of more than
Affair Starts at 8 o’Clock in Main Hall
four hundred people.

Moulton to Represent M. S. U.
In Peace Oratory Trials Tonight

Three of Montana’s higher educational institutions will compete in
Blumenthal Is Professor
At Dartmouth University an intercollegiate peace contest tonight at 8 o’clock in Main hall audi
Albert Blumenthal, who was grad
uated from the university in 1926, Is
now teaching at Dartmouth univer
sity. Blumenthal received his M. A.
degree In economics and sociology
from the university In 1927. Later he
received his Ph.D degree and has been
teaching in Pennsylvania for several
years. He is the author of a book.
“Small Town Stuff.”
While on the campus, Blumenthal
was prominent In student activities
and athletics. His shot put record50 feet 4 Inches—which he established
in 1922, Is still the best mark In the
state for Interscholastic competition.

torium. Fred Moulton, Billings, whose subject will be “The New
Patriotism,” will represent the university. The Montana School of
Mines' entry will be Louis O. Forsell®--------------------------------------------------speaking on “Preparation for Peace,” peting states. The manuscripts of the
and Sherman Sterett will represent winning contestants will be forward
Carroll college, Helena, with “War or ed to the executive secretary of the
organization, who will award two na
God."
Two vocal solos will be sung by tional prizes of $60 and $40 on quality
Ruth Harris, Missoula, who will be of composition.
Professor E. L. Freeman will be
accompanied at the piano by Harriet
chairman of the contest. Judges are
Calhoun, Livingston.
The contest is of nationwide scope Dr. J. F. S. Marshall, Missoula; Profes
and is sponsored by the Intercol sor R. E. Albright, Dillon, and Frank
legiate Peace association, Yellow Kelly, Missoula.
The program is open to the student
Springs, Ohio. A first prize of $60 and
a second prize of $40 will be awarded body and townspeople. No admission
to the winners In each of the 26 com will be charged.
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Youth Wants a Place
Since 1929, hundreds of thousands of young men and women have
been graduated from schools and colleges with high ambitions, with
eager hopes and with splendid dreams. But they have entered a world
where it is no longer enough to have the will and ability to work.
Their world has, too often, been long lines of anxious people forming
in front of any “Help Wanted” signs. For six years now youth has
been beating upon the doors of opportunity with but little success.
For six years youth has come of age in a world where all is changing,
confused and insecure. In May of last year relief statistics showed
that almost four hundred thousand, or nearly one-fourth of those
eligible for work relief, were classified as without work experience,
They could not get jobs without that experience and they could not
get that experience without jobs. And in March of 1935 the pro
portion of people from 16 to .25 years of age on relief was greater
by approximately 25 per cent than that of any other age group.
During this period when Young America was wondering— and still
is to a certain extent— if the bread lines hadn’t become taut ropes
strangling the United States and its people, we heard a good deal
of the opinions of a great group of people who feel that nothing
should be done about youth, that youth should be left to itself to do
or die, that only in this way will youth become resourceful, self-reliant,
industrious, thrifty and courageous. The virtues are praiseworthy but
there has been little opportunity for youth to personify them. In
exceptional cases young people have been able to be completely selfreliant and independent as were their pioneer forefathers, but in a
democracy the exceptional cases should not exclude the interest in
young men and young women of average ability and average in
telligence.
Working upon a broad assumption, it has been decided that young
people want one or all of three things— to continue their education, to
receive job-training and experience and to go to work at a useful
occupation. No Completely successful plan to meet these needs has
yet been devised although the National Youth administration has pro
vided the means whereby a great many students could continue their
education or receive training to help them find jobs.
The fundamental problem is unemployment Where the solution
lies, we cannot say. Certainly we can expect little from either of the
major political parties, from TownsendiSm, any of the other “isms”:
or the utopian schemes proposed thus far. What we do know is that
Young America is looking forward to the day when it will bear great
responsibilities; to the day when it will guide the destinies of our
nation. Before that time the unemployment problem must have been
solved if Young America is to be prepared and the handicap of eco
nomic and social maladjustments removed.

The Olympics or Hitler?
“Hitler’s action in invading the demilitarized zone in strict defiance
of the terms of the Locarno treaty will undoubtedly result in France
withdrawing from the Olympic games at Berlin this summer. Great
Britain, Belgium and Italy will follow suit.” Such was the statement
made by a prominent French official yesterday and those few words
are apt to cause repercussions throughout the world including the
United States. Clearly, withdrawal of the Allied nations will put Uncle
Sam on the spot with the Nazi regime, for whether we decide to enter
or follow their example some nation will be estranged. It is unfor
tunate that war clouds are darkening the horizon in an Olympic year
since the ancient games were revived in order to further international
amity.
Baron de Coubertin of France, principal founder of the Olympic
games following a lapse of 1,504 years, intended the revival to create
and strengthen the bonds of friendship that should exist among all
civilized nations by peaceful intercourse on the friendly fields of sport
where competition would breed mutual respect rather than suspicion
or hatred. He conceived the extension of sportsmanship, democracy
and fair play of athletics to all other enterprises of life. He wished to
substitute in the experience o f’youth the adventure of sport for the
adventures of crime, war and other undesirable pursuits. The prin
ciple that it is the contest and not the victory that is most important
was expected to be the result To emphasize and protect these ideals
was the principal reason for the revival of the ancient Hellenic con
tests that first began 2,712 years ago.
By the overweening action of a would-be modem Napoleon bound
to impose his own petty, arrogant, presumptious ambition of a New
Germany upon humanity, the 1936 Olympic games seem destined to
vanish into oblivion. If for no other reason than to preserve the ideals
inculcated by the international games, stern measures should be taken
to preserve the sanctity of the Locarno Pact.
A penitentiary inmate challenges the very foundations of the penal
system when he complains, I ve been miserable ever since I came
here.” It makes us all feel a little guilty, doesn’t it?

A ROUNDER

MONTANA
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Officers Are Named
By Education Club

^SOCIETY

At the Fraternities and Sororities
Alpha Delta PI held formal initia
Anderson, Roe, Marble, Wood Win
tion Friday for Louise Selkirk, Fish
Organization’s Posts
tail, and Mary Steensland, Big Tim
Election of officers and appointment ber.
And from our New York correspon
Betty Ann Polleys was a Thursday
of committees followed the prelim
dent we learn of the German brewer’s
inary meeting of the Education club dinner guest at the Alpha Chi Omega
son who, when arriving in this coun
held on Wednesday afternoon under house.
try, was quoted as saying, "No spigot
the advisory direction of Dean Free
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
the English.”
man Daughters. The new officers are Phi house were Alice Heath, Ethel
Donald Anderson, Boyd, president; Mae Kahl and Norma Fletcher.
The Apology to the Purple Cow
Earl Roe, Billings, vice-president;
Lillian Akin was a Sunday dinner
I’ve never seen
Bessie B. Marble, Poison, secretary; guest at the Alpha XI Delta house.
A purple cow
Carol J. Wood, Libby, treasurer.
Thursday dinner guests at the Delta
I hope I never
The club will sponsor a banquet to Delta Delta house were Mrs. Jack
See one
be given Saturday, March 14, at 6:16 Brenner and Bess Carlson.
But if I see one
o’clock. Members of the committee in
Mrs. Robert Sloane, Kallspell, and
Anyhow
charge are Viana J. Makinen, chair Edna Galt were dinner guests at the
I’m going on
man, George Haaland and Duane Du Delta Delta Delta house Sunday.
The wagon.
gan.
Mrs. F. B. Purdy was a Friday
April activities and programs of the
Although the politicians say that club have been assigned to a commit luncheon guest at the Kappa Alpha
Theta
hoUBe.
prosperity Is just around the corner, tee composed of Ray Rimel, chairman,
Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa
we know that spring Is Jnst around Earl Roe and Gilbert Hilde. A picnic,
Alpha
Theta house were Jean Mcthe bock.
a variety of entertaining programs Conochie, Marion Mack and Lorraine
and other activities will be under Brendgard.
PARABLES OF HUDAMORE
taken by the club, it has been an
Kappa Alpha Theta Mothers’ club
THE SEER
nounced.
met at the chapter house Monday
And lo It came to pass at the return
afternoon.
of the month of March, the Earth was
Joy Browning, Chicago, was a week
Communications
covered with Sunshine and Good
end guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
Weather, moreover. And while HudaMrs. Rilling Williams was a Friday
(Editor’s Note—Due to space
more the Seer basked in the sun and
dinner guest at the Sigma Kappa
limitations the editor reserves the
absorbed Vitamin D, he was visited
house.
right to print communications
by a young man who was Fair Per
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
only in part or to reserve publica
plexed.
Kappa house were Ruth Gornley, Lois
tion. All letters addressed to this
So spaketh the Young Man: Oh,
Anderson
and Genevieve Hamor.
department should be brief. All
most Illustrious and Noble Seer, with
Mrs. George Miller was a Saturday
letters must be signed, although
the advent of Spring which is now
dinner guest at the Sigma Kappa
only the initials of the communi
upon us, in my heart I have strange
house.
cant will be printed if he so de
feelings, and I am at A Loss to dis
Margaret Rutherford, Josephine
sires.
Unsigned
or
falBely
signed
cern whether it is Love or Acute GasRidley and Jean Gordon spent the
communications will be Ignored.)
tritus.
week-end
at the Delta Gamma house.
But the Seer, being a man of Much
Doris Lockridge spent the week-end
Experience in the springtime, knew To the Editor of the Kaimin:
May I have space in your paper to at her home In StevensvlUe.
immediately what Ailed the young
Marguerite Johnson- was a dinner
man, and so Imparted to him the fol pose a question that has long puzzled
me?
No modern college or city paper guest at the Delta Gamma house Sun
lowing counsel:
Fear not that you are suffering the would send a musician uninformed in day.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
111 Effects of Over Acidity, because it football to report a college game, nor
is written that in the Spring strange would either send a totally unin pledging of Douglas Lindeberg, Miles
things are done unto your heart by formed reporter to write of musicals City.
Sunday dinner guests at the Phi
the Mere Sight of the Classy Femmes. or art exhibits. And yet drama, one
So going forth, take unto yourself a of the arts, is id Missoula reported by Sigma Kappa house were F. B. Purdy,
goodly Female, and do partake of the writers who evidently have no com- Wallace Brennan, Herbert Brandenpicnics and General Festivities, with prehension of a play that differs from berg, L. Nybo and Jack Brubaker.
Ray Boettcher was a Saturday din
al, and no longer will you be afflicted the conventional road show or Holly,
with strange feelings in the Auricles wood success. I have long puzzled ner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa
over this strange differentiation be house.
and Ventricles, respectively.
Roy Kemlsh spent the week-end in
Bnt remember ye that, upon all tween the arts, but the amazing re
occasions, do equip yourself with views of “The Knight of the Burning Conrad.
Roy Hovey spent the week-end at
Good Excuses, and should it come to Pestle,” doubtless the most artistically
pass that you should ever venture Into produced play that the Masquers have his home in Havre.
Dinner guests at the Sigma Nu
your Abode, and the Goodly Brothers yet put on, leads me to ask the ques
house Friday were Rosemary Gillie,
should ask you why your face is cov tion in your paper.
Moscow, Vienna, Berlin, New York, Betty Parker and Adelaide Miles.
ered with War Paint, tell them that
Koyne Osborne was a Monday lunch
you have just eaten a hamburger with and many little theatres throughout
America have been for years and still eon guest at the Sigma Nu house.
Catsup.
Robert Severance spent the week
are experimenting with plays pro
duced on various stage levels and end in Great Falls.
Helpful Hints In Etiquette No. 1
Paul Dana was a dinner guest at
When you come into the house at with futuristic settings. (The Missounoon the next morning still wearing Iian comemnted on the fact that the the Delta Sigma Lambda house Fri
day.
settings
were
“creditable"
and
that
your tux, explain it in the following
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Anderson and
the stairs “went every which way.”)
manner.
1. Tell the frosh that you just at Neither paper recpgnlzed in its pages Professor F. C. Scheuch were Sunday
dinner
guests at the Sigma Chi house.
the
exquisite
sixteenth
century
music
tended a very exclusive early morning
Mr. and Mrs. John Dahlin and
Russian wedding, where it is always which provided a fitting background
for the faTce. Nor did they mention
proper to wear formal attire.
2. Tell the sophomores that you had the gay songs, some of which rose to majority of the audience is informed
to see a friend off on an early m o il real beauty, that reproduced the rather than for a small group with the
ing train following the dance, and merry England of Elizabeth's day. background necessary for its enjoy
when she missed it, you drove her to The rich, earthy humor, the artistic ment As we understand it, the pri
rhythm of exit and entrance, the ex mary function of a reviewer is to pre
Butte in your car.
3. Tell the juniors and seniors you cellent costumes, the really skillful sent an honest opinion of a play. And
acting
of most of the cast — all these our recollection of reviews by the rec
had to sit up all night with a sick
qualities went for nothing.
friend.
ognized leading critics which were
The play was long, and skillful cut written along the lines of “Pardon us
4. .Tell your roommate the gory de
ting
might
have
been
desirable
—
but
tails, bum an aspirin and go to bed.
for mentioning i t but a play was pre
is it not a little pathetic that a play sented last night” or "The dogs are
From the New Mexico Lobo we find which would have been received with poorly supported In this production"
this version of a lamented (?) song: enthusiasm at Harvard, at Yale, at the and other similar jibes at what they
University of North Carolina or Cali believed were poor dramatic efforts
Oh, you drink the first quart down,
fornia should be dismissed by univer seem to bear us out in this belief.
And the room goes ’round and 'round
sity students in Montana as “not so
In "covering” a football game, the
Oh-oo-o-o-oh
hot” or by a professional reviewer as reporter attempts to relate accurately
And you can’t see clear.
"creditable”? It seems a little unfor the events of the contest. He offers
tunate and also a little stupid, doeB no personal opinion as to why one
And then there was the one about
it not, that university plays should be play succeeded and another failed. He
the Anti-Saloon Leaguer who couldn’t
reviewed by reporters who evidently merely tells the story of what hap
bear to have the cast on her broken
have no idea that they are seeing an pened and how it happened.
leg plastered.
admirable revival of one of the famous
Admittedly artistic as the Masquers’
farces in early English drama?
most recent production may have been
The gals who are
The next play, “Ah Wilderness,” from the standpoint of settings, music
Sophisticates
will satisfy those of the audience who and acting, the Kaimin reviewer did
Seldom get
want merely a good show, for It will honestly present her own opinion and
Spring quarter dates.
be that; but is it not possible that a the opinion of a large group of the
university perched in a gully of the student audience, unversed in the
Dear Rounder:
Rocky mountains and thus cut off niceties of the Elizabethan drama, on
How can I become popular with
from the artistic life that flows a play that was, regrettably perhaps,
the gals?
through the cultural centers of the beyond their comprehension and ca
Petrovich
world, has some responsibility to its pacity to enjoy.)
Dear Petrovich:
students in trying to give them an
Get a job tending bar in the Stu
idea of what more favored communi
dents' Store.
ties obtain almost without effort?
The Rounder
And, to repeat my question, why is not
drama reported by people with knowl
THE TRAMP ABROAD
edge about drama, for there are such
Jocko (Backs Down) Shenk still re
people, and some of them are now on
fusing to pay the stage crew for over
the Kaimin staff?
time work on Varsity Vodvil . . .
LUCIA B. MIRRIELEES.
Johnny Blair serenading the Kappas

and

— ABOUT—

One is glad to note that the music has gone down and around so
often that it no longer bothers to come out the radio any more.— Los early Sunday morning . . . Art Des- (Editor’s Note: There are but few
chnmps opening the current picnic
Angeles Junior Collegian.
season . . . Tracksters Preston and people on the campus who are not

Taylor warming up on the cinders . . . “uninformed” in the matter of Eliza

bethan drama. Certainly a play pro
It is all right for a young man to start at the bottom of the ladder Vic Hnltlne and date being stuck in duced for the general public should
if he doesn’t keep moving from one ladder to another.— Los Angeles the mud for three hours . . . Jo Marsh be based upon something in which the
raiding the Theta larder . . . Dong
Times.

Master Cleaners, Dyers
and Laundry
Phone 2186

Fessenden taking his boys out for
their first workout on the turf . . .

It isn t what you know. It’s who you know— and how well they Dick Brome’s darkened optic . . .Mer
cedes Sprague echoing campus senti
don’t know you.— Oklahoma Daily.

ment in her review of the play, The
Knight of the Burned Out Pestle . . .
This vicious circle which most people nowadays talk about may be Tom McCabe transferlng affections
. . attention professors—(pd. adv.)—
the reason that there is so little regard for things on the square.
Hall Hall studying industriously . . .
H. W, Wicker opening the horseshoe
It is always an empty head that swells.— Coleman Cox.
pitching season . . . Exams are coming.

See “CHUCK” GAUGHAN at the

Typewriter Supply Co.
We Sell, Rent, Trade and Repair All Makes
of Typewriters
312 Higgins
Across from Smith Drug
Phone 5 7 3 2

George Ingolmyer were Sunday din
ner guests at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house.
Lloyd Hayes spent the week-end in
Helena.
Roy Jorgenson of Washington State
was a house guest at the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house last week.
Delegates from the Delta Lambda
chapter of Kappa Sigma at Bozeman
were visitors at the house Saturday.
They were Ted Wirak, Roy Tokerud.
Curtis Howard, Don Plcchioni and
Wilford Willey.
Gordon Hoven, Thomas McCabe,
Frank Tyro and James Meagher rep
resented the local chapter at the
Founders’ day banquet sponsored by
the Helena alumni of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Saturday evening. The affair
commemorated the eightieth anniver
sary of the founding of the fraternity
at the University of Alabama.
Mrs. Lillian L. Peterson and son,
Charles, of Kallspell were the dinner
guests of Philip Peterson at the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Towers of Mis
soula were Sunday dinner guests at
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
Tom Davis and Chester Williams re
turned Sunday following a visit to
their homes in Butte.
Delta Sigma Lambda Mothers’ club
entertained the chapter at a dinner
Friday evening.
Professor and Mrs. H. K. Snell were
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
Tau Omega house.
■ Dormitories
Mrs. Ralph Kuhn was a Sunday
dinner guest of her niece, Nora
Nichols, at North hall.
Judy Preston entertained Berget
Skifton at dinner Sunday.
Jean Berglund was a Sunday din
ner guest of Peggy Holmes at North
hall.
M i l d r e d McDonald entertained
Phrona Beagle at dinner Sunday.
Nadine Whitford was a dinner guest
of Betty Eiseleln Sunday at North
hall.
Mrs. Carmen Barrett was a Sunday
dinner guest of Ann Plcchioni.
Letitla Kleinhans of North hall
spent Sunday in Butte.
Dorothy Auserlind was .visited by
her father of Livingston this week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dietrich and

son, Jack, were Sunday dinner guests
of Mrs. Turner at Corbin hall.
Lois Hendricksen spent the week
end at her home in Hamilton.
Lorue Samuelson spent the week
end at the Chi Omega house in Boze
man.
Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson was
a Monday luncheon guest at Corbin
hall.
Eunice Anderson spent the week
end in Anaconda.
MERRIAM TO SEATTLE
Professor H. G. Merrlam, head of
the English department, leaves Thurs
day, March 12, for Seattle, Washing
ton, where he will address the Wash
ington Athletic club on the subject of
Northwest literature.
President George Finlay Simmons
will go to Helena Friday to attend an
Executive Council meeting.

FINISHED PERFECTION

easy with MATCHED
MAKE-UP

how each step in this famous
S beauty
treatment blends natur
ee

ally to produce one glorious effect
offinished perfection. Start today.

CARA NOME

Beauty Aids
C R EAM S

— 2322
For a
Floor Polisher
Floor Wax
Furniture Polish
Paints and Wall
Finishes

A

$1.00

FACE POW DER

1.00

ROUGE

7 5

LIPSTICK

7 5

EYE B R O W PENCIL

JO

MISSOULA DRUG
COMPANY
SA V E w ith S A F E T Y at
7he%
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DRUG STORE

NEW WILMA 10cRIALTO25c
LAST TIMES TODAY!

TODAY and WEDNESDAY!

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

— In —

“ Modern Tim es”
W ednesday — P ontiac!

— In —

“The Littlest Rebel”
It’s Her Greatest!

Better Come Early!
THURSDAY and FRIDAY!

STARTING THURSDAY!

LIONEL BARRYMORE

DOLORES DEL RIO

— In —

— In —

“ The V oice o f BugleoAnn”

“ The W idow of Monte Carlo”

THEN COMES —

— And —

“THE COUNTRY DOCTOR”

“SILVER SPURS”

With the Dionne Quintuplets

With BUCK JONES

—

—............ ■ " “ - 'W
......

Tuwday, March 10, 1936
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Geil, Gail Shoot
New High Totals
In Bowling Race

Phi Sigma Kappa—
1st
J. Mariana .....
181
F. Dugan ..._.....
108
Dummy .
140
Phi Delta Theta Continues One dune Purdy __
181
Ahead of S. A. E. Team
Martin ...........
125
As Finish Nears
Handicap.........
45
Saturday’s Interfraternity bowling
league matches were featured1by out
standing individual performances as
Sigma Alpha Epsilon cut a game from
the slender lead of Phi Delta Theta
with a three-game sweep from Phi
Sigma Kappa. The Phi Delta dropped
the opener to Alpha Tau Omega and
won the remaining two, while Sigma
Nil coasted through three games of a
default match with Sigma Chi.
Both Don Geil, Alpha Tau Omega,
and BUI Gail, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
exceeded the league's previous high
three-game individual total, with Geil
collecting games of 224,'r 196 and 235
to finish with 665, while Gail hit 213,
185 and 235 for a 633 total. The pre
vious high mark was 611, rolled by Ed
Schmoll, who ranked third Saturday
with 588.
Team honors went to Sigma Alpha
EpsUon with a 901 game and a total
of 2658 for the three games. The Phi
Delts are leading the league with 18
victories against six defeats, while the
S.A.E.S have won 17 and lost seven.

T otals.......... 780
Sigma Alpha Epsilon1st
Hartwig ..........
170
Wood ..........
147
Blewitt .........
147
Gail .............
213
Hazelbaker ........... 166

2nd
180
107
140
167
160
45

111
140
122
169
45

326
420
470
454
135

3rd
141
182
198
235
145

Ttl.
446
510
510
633
478

T otals............. 843 824 901 2568
Phi Delta Theta
Seymour ..............
Wigal ...................
Schwanke ............
Ennis ...................
Lathrop ................

1st
169
168
129
190
161

T otals............ 807
Alpha Tau Omega—
1st
Daigle ................. 154
Hoar ..................... 116
H uber................... 164
McLaughlin ........ 176
Geil .................
224

2nd
134
191
153
186
153

3rd
166
194
136
139
210

Ttl.
469
643
417
615
524

817 844 2468
2nd
153
127
120
172

3rd
140
138
157
133

Ttl.
447
381
441
481

Totals ........... 834 768 803 2405

A Complete
Banking Service
WE SOLICIT TOOK BUSINESS

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana
Affiliated with
F irst Bank Stock Corporation

Sigma Nu—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
Miller ................... 160 180 147 487
Kleck ................... 146 148 139 433
Armelling ........... 95 94 126 315
Cook ..................... 151 158 200 509
211 179 198 588
Totals .......... 763 759 810 2332

Nine Students Qualify
For Basketball Awards
Although no recommendations for
major basketball letters have been
made, as yet, to the athletic board,
nine university students have com
pleted the requirements.
Those who have qualified for
awards are Captain Henry Blastic,
Chicago, Illinois; Douglas Brown,
Butte; Paul Chumrau, Anaconda;
Marvin Glover, Big Lake, Texas;
Walter Keithley, Miles City; Charles
Miller, Anaconda; Tom Mitchell, Dayton, Ohio; Ray Stevens, Forsyth, and
Bob Thomson, Anaconda.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
NO LACK OF SLACKS
. . . AT PENNEY'S
No, indeed! We've laid in
a plentiful stock to meet the
varied demands students
make on us each year! And
this year we think we've
rather out-done ourselves
. . . in an effort to please!
We've got just the pair you
want to wear with that odd
coat or sweater!
• It pays to shop at

Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathic Physloian
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Georgia Costigan
’

Chiropodist
206 Wilma

Borg Jewelry & Optical
Company
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

*25.00
in prizes r
Everyone has an equal chance
to win one of these prizes. The
contest is free — no strings at
tached — nothing to buy. Simply
tell us, using 50 words or less

“Why I Have My
Clothes Cleaned the
‘Allura-Tone’ Way”

First Prize

$10.00
Second Prize
$5.00
Third Prize
$3.00
And 7 Prizes of one
Suit or Dress cleaned
and pressed free.

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES
1. Anybody can enter except employees of the Missoula Laundry
Company or their relatives.
2. Write your answer on one side of a blank sheet of paper, using
50 words or loss* Print your name and address at the top of
the sheet.
3. Entries will be judged on their sincerity and clarity. Send in
only one entry* All entries become the property of the Missoula
Laundry Company, who reserves the right to use or not to use
any entry whether it be a winner or not. Duplicate prizes will
be awarded in case of ties.
,
4. Contest closes midnight, March 28. No entries will be accepted
that are postmarked later than the above date.
:
„
5. Mall your entry to CONTEST DEPT. K-l, Missoula Laundry Co.,
I l l East Spruce, Missoula, Montana.

Missoula Laundry Co.
I l l East Spruce
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Berland Shoots
Grizzlies Win Overwhelming
283 Point Score
3rd Ttl.
Victory Over Bobcats, Miners
169 530

799 756 2235
2nd
135
181
156
135
167

MONTANA

Phone 3118

Montana Runs Up Score of 90 to 45 for Both Opponents;
Bears Take Swimming, Wrestling, Boxing Titles;
Triumph Is Initial One in Two Events
Winning by the overwhelming score of 90 to 45 for both opponents,
the Grizzly minor sports squad collected state intercollegiate cham
pionships in boxing, swimming and wrestling against the School of
Mines and State college in the university gym Saturday. In the boxing

Football Drill
Calls 50 Men
To Annex Award
ToDomblaser

Brady Co-ed Has Highest Average
Match Total; Wins McLeod
Cup for Second Year
Shooting an average of 283 points
out of a possible 300, Alice Berland,
Brady, member of the university
women’s rifle team, won the C. H. Mc
Leod cup for the second successive
year.
This cup is awarded to the woman
shooting the highest average score in
all competition at the university. Miss
Berland is the only woman to have
won it twice. She shot in nine matches
this year.
This cup has been won by Agnes K.
Getty, in 1926; Billie Kester, 1927;
Leslie Vlnal, 1928; Madeline Bonner,
1934, and Miss Berland for the last
two years.

matches the Grizzlies won all five^— ........- ..........
.............................
fights, copping three from the Bob
cats and two from the Miners, making
the score Grizzlies 25, Bobcats and
Miners 0. The university swim'ming team won I Basketball will be forgotten for a
five of eight firsts to triumph over the
months. The season cannot be
Bobcat team 45-30.
regarded as a washout. The team
On the mat the Grizzly wrestlers Played wel1 at times and at other in“
won four titles, Bobcats took two and stances looked worse than mediocre,
the Miners won one, making the score One ray of hope shines brightly when
we consider what the team did in the
university 20, Bobcats 10, Mines 5.
The total score of the intercollegiate final three games of the season. Drop
minqr sports meet was Grizzlies 90, ping a close game to the Bobcats the points against all the Grizzly oppon
Bobcats 40, and Mines 5. It was the Grizzlies swamped the Normal college ents this.year.
first time that the university ever won and the Butte Miners. The shooting
o—0—o
either a swimming meet or wrestling of the team was phenomenal . . . the
Boxing in the schools near the Griz
only way a small team can win from
meet from the Bobcats.
zly
province
is
a highly specialized
taller opponents.
Boxing Results
sport. At Idaho, Washington State
o—O—o
Williams, university, won a decision
and
Gonzaga,
boxing
occupies as
There is no joy in Bobcat town, for
from Rolf, Mines, in three rounds in
much of the limelight as basketball.
the
mighty
Cats
had
quite
a
disagree
the 125-pound class.
Were the sport taken seriously here
K. Lewis, university, won decision able week-end. The minor sports and added to the minor sports pro
from Dunbar, Mines, in three rounds team must be treading on its lower gram in an inter-school competition
lip as members of it walk around the
in the 155-pound class.
dairy meadows, especially the boxing with these strongholds, it does not
Jarvis, university, won decision
take a stretch of the imagination,
from Hanna, Bobcats, in three rounds team because the beatings they took after the exhibitions in the recent
from our sluggers were merciless,
in 135-pound class.
fights, to see the Grizzlies handing
o—O—o
J. McCauley, university, won de
these larger schools a few first class
Also the long supremacy enjoyed drubbings. We know that these
cision from Oilvera, Bobcats, in three
by the swimmers and wrestlers was schools would like to have bouts with
rounds in 145-pound class.
Biehl, university, stopped Turner, brought to an abrupt end. It was the the Grizzly boxing team and would
Bobcats, lu the second round in the best minor sports program we have co-operate by sponsoring the first
ever seen. Even the wrestling bouts, matches. There is no doubt that the
165-pound class.
which in the past were eventless and material on hand is sufficient to war
Williams vs. Rolf
An attack by Williams sent Rolf to tiring, were exciting and interesting. rant such a move. It these schools
his knees in the first round. Rolf In the M club tournament the match have better fighters than Roy Babich,
came back in the second and cracked between Crisafulli and Lewis was one Clarence Biehl and the McCauley
rights to the chin to win by a shade. of the high spots of the program. Be brothers they will have to show us.
o—O—-o
The third was won decisively by Wil fore we leave the Bobcat headache we
Every day Coach Doug Fessenden
liams as he finished strong, landing wonder what they think of the minor
colleges of the state after their defeat has his managers out on the practice
plenty of punches.
by the Dillon Teachers whom the field sinking test holes in the soggy
Lewis vs. Dunbar
Grizzlies had trounced twice.
turf to determine if the terrain has
Lewis rushed, driving Dunbar to his
dried sufficiently to let him get his
knees in the first. Dunbar started
Harry Adams and his lettermen will I blood-thirsty gridders on solid turf,
strong in the second, but was weak
ened by three lashing punches just be bolstered by numerous freshmen I Lagt spring the popular mentor bad
before the bell. The final canto was who should prove to be the difference only two weeks’ work with a small
fast, both men driving wicked blows between a mediocre and a good squad. squad. This year he is planning to
in the last few seconds, Lewis proving The addition of Doug Brown in the practice until be feels satisfied that
hurdles, Clayton Olson in quarter the squad has the fundamentals and
most effective.
pille and broad jump, and Bob O’Mal more tban an inkling of the system,
Hanna vs. Jarvis
ley in the sprints, will add consider
o—O—o
The Hanna and Jarvis slugging
able to the scoring power of the team.
Too much cannot be said about the
match kept the crowd on edge for a
O’Malley and Brown should pick up advantages of a successful spring
knockout. Hanna landed first, then
practice. The coach realizes that
Jarvis came back to knock him down
twice with two stinging blows. The (McBane, Bruce, Dana, Blelenberg), much must be done and he has con
veyed that idea to the squad. They
second was closer with several good second.
100-yard backstroke—Nelson, Bob will be in earnest when the workouts
wallops on each side. Jarvis finished
better, driving in a barrage of sting cats; Haeg, university; Ingram, uni start and body contact gets into full
ing lefts that had Hanna weak before versity. Time: 1 minute 17.6 seconds. swing.
40-yard free style—Hennings, uni
the gong.
versity; Blelenberg, Bobcats; Flint, READ KAIMIN ADVERTISEMENTS
Oilvera vs. McCauley
university. Time: 20.3 seconds.
SPEND YOUR DOLLARS WISELY!
Olivera landed first, then McCauley
■ 220-yard free style—Sorg, univer
started shooting short jabs. In the
sity; Dana, Bobcats; Holt, university.
second both were swinging wickedly
Time: 2 minutes 68.6 seconds.
If your hair isn't becoming to you,
and in the third McCauley went In
100-yard breast stroke—Hennings,
you had better be coming to us.
fighting harder than ever before with
university; Bruce, Bobcats; Huppe,
a volley of rights to win the decision.
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
university. Time: 17.6 seconds.
FRANK J. SPON, Prop,
Turner vs. Biehl
100-yard free style — Blelenberg,
nigglns Avenne at Broadway
Turner started stronger, but was Bobcats; Flint, university; Angland,
—Journeymen—
unable to cope with the smashing university. Time: I minute 3.3 sec
Harry Edwards
Geo. W. Janke
blows of Biehl. In the first of the onds.
second Biehl tore In with a right to
Diving — Regan, university, 80.4
the chin, following it with a one-two points;
Hughes, university, 70,5
to the chin and then a left which sent points; McBane, Bobcats, 62.2 points;
Turner down for the count of seven. Dana, Bobcats, 56.7 points.
Biehl was slugging with both fists
Medley relay — Bobcats (Nelson,
when the referee halted the bout,
Bruce, Bielenberg) first; university
Wrestling Bouts
(Haei, Huppe, Hughes), second.
A. Talpt, Miners, threw Higgins, Time; 2 minutes 2 seconds.
Bobcats, with a half-Nelson and crossThe School of Mines did hot enter
body in 6 minutes 5 seconds in the the swimming meet. Joe Turrell was
176-pound class.
starter. Billy Dugal McFarland ref
MacDonald, university, won de ereed the boxing matches and Murray
cision from DeJarlais, Bobcats, in a Homer the mat fights.
full limit bout having an advantage
of 1 minute 6 seconds in the 165-pound
class.
Tokrud, Bobcats, threw E. Talpt,
Miners, in 7 minutes 25 seconds in
the 156-pound class.
Announces
Westman, university, threw Picchioni, Bobcats, in three minutes with
A display of beautifully styled
a half-Nelson and armbar.
Spring clothing to be
Yates, university, threw Spragg,
shown at a
Bobcats, in four minutes with a wristlock, armbar and combination hold.
Crisafulll, university, won decision
from Wirak, Bobcats, in a full limit
bout with an advantage of 5 minutes
WEDNESDAY
45 seconds in the 145-pound class.
MARCH 11
Linthacum, Bobcats, threw Young,
8:00 to 10:00 P.M.
university, with a reverse body hold
in 4 minutes in the 125-pound class.
Student Union
Swimming Events
160-yard free style relay—Univer
Building
sity, (Flint, Holt, Regan, Hennings)
. Reynolds Tab. Co.
first, I minute 24.3 seconds; Bobcats

Sporty Vents

j

Fessenden Begins Practice
Sessions; Workouts
Last to May 13
Approximately fifty football players
turned out for the first-outdoor work
out of the spring practice session yes
terday. Practices will be daily until
May 13, the day before the state Interscholastic Track meet, when a full
game will conclude the drill.
Douglas Fessenden, bead coach, will
work with centers, guards and tackles.
A. J. Lewandowskl, his assistant, will
coach the ends, and Cale Crowley, the
backs. Louis Hartsell and John Sul
livan will be assistants.
The players have been divided into
three evenly matched squads, the
golds, the blues and the reds, which
will be coached by Oowley, Hartsell
and Sullivan.
"Students and townspeople are in
vited to attend the workouts,” Fessen
den said yesterday, “but as we have
so little time this spring, I hope spec
tators will keep off of the practice
field and will not hamper our work
outs.’’
Those who turned out yesterday and
the squads are: Reds—Captain Roy
Babich, Gibson, Shields, Charles Wil
liams, Fred Jones, Strizich, Stejer,
Gedgoud, Forte, Matasovlc, Ralston,
Brower, Brown, Erickson, Bonawitz
and Chartler.
Golds—Connolly, Patterson, Swan
son, Tobin, Chandler, R. JameB, Noyes,
Pomajevich, Golden, Smart, Zimmer
man, Morris, Jenkins, Olson, Fornum,
Smith, Erickson, G. Lundberg and
Babcock.
Bines—Dolan, Phil Peterson, Vogel,
Monegan, Cosgrove, Llndgren, McDon
ald, Jones, Halland, Spellman, Art
Pafterson, Popovich, R. Lundberg,
Lazetlch, Mariana, Hinderman, Welsh,
Gustafson and Hinderman.

Track Lettermen
Draw Equipment
Freshman

Outfits to Be
Later in Quarter

Issued

More than thirty men have drawn
suits in preparation for the coming
track season. The first to draw suits
are varsity men only* Freshmen will
be issued equipment later in the
quarter.
Eight letter men and several former
high school stars will form the nu
cleus of the squad for the coming
season. Among the men working out
daily are Captain Gene Davis, hurdles;
Harold Duffy, pole vault; Selden Frlsbee, high jump; Bob Rutherford, low
hurdles; Fred Stein, pole vault; Ben
Taylor, 880, mile; Brownie Walcott,
high jump; A1 Vadheim, half-mile;
Hal' Stearns, mile and two-mile, and
Jack Preston, 440 and half mile.
Bob" O’Malley, sprints; Doug Brown,
hurdles; Milt Popovich, hurdles; Lou
Hartsell, discus, and Roger Grattan,
broad jump, are outstanding per
formers.

Smart New

Patronize Kalinin Adrerlsers

SHOES
For the
Campus

Gray, Blue, Blue and Gray combinatlons, Tans and Beiges In
smooth and rough leathers.

$3.95
and

$2.95

$4.95

is the special price at which
we are offering our new
Spring shipment of

DON’T FAIL TO SEE THEM!

CORDUROYS
Suntans-Grays-Blues-Creams

C. R. DragstedtCo.
Men’s Wear

OGG

S H O E "C O
333 North Higgins

0pp. N. P. Depot

A T IP ...
To the Social Chairmen of Fraternity and
Sorority Houses:
Don’t forget — Hot Cross Bans are on sale every
Wednesday at grocery stores! We have fresh sand
wiches every day for picnics and parties. Special tea
cakes receive special attention.

B A R K E R B A K E R Y , In c.
Phone 4487

Phone 4484

Now it’s your turn to accept
P .A ’s. N O -R IS K OFFER!

The Leader
STYLE SHOW

“ P. A. is mild and smooth—with never a
touch of harshness,” says George Demaa, ’86.

SMOKE 2 0 PIPEFULS UNDER N O -R IS K OFFER

Every piece of Meat that leaves our shop
is State Inspected for your protection!

Sm oke 20 fragrant pipefu ls o f P rince A lbert. If y o u don’t find It tb e m ellow 
e s t, ta s tie s t pipe tob acco you e ver sm oked, return tb e p ock et t in w ith tbe
r est o f th e tob acco in it to u s a t a ny tim e w ithin a m onth from th is d ate , and
w e w ill refund full pu rchase price, p lu s p ostage.
f

J. R. DAILY,
115 West Front

Phone 8181

m

i:
o f P rin c e A lb e r t

( S ig n e d ) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
W inston-Salem ,, N orth Carolina

Prince A lbert

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

Tuesday, March 10, 1936

Alpha Phi Team
Takes First Place
In Ball Tourney
Delta Gammas Are Defeated St to 23;
Winner of Game Tuesday
Decides Lower Banking
Alpha Phi t#im took first place in
the Intersorority basketball tourna
ment played last week In the women’s
gym. Second honors went to the
Delta Gammas. Third and fourth
places will be decided Tuesday night,
in the final game between Kappa
Alpha Theta and Alpha Delta Pi.
In the decisive game between the
Alpha Phis and the Delta Gammas
Saturday afternoon, the Alpha Phis
won 24-23. The Alpha Delta Pis de
feated the Kappa Delta 15-13. The
Alpha Xi Deltas defaulted their game
to the Kappa Alpha Thetas.
Final game of the tournament will
be played at 6 o’clock Tuesday night
between Kappa Alpha Theta and Al
pha Delta Pi.
TO REVISE CONSTITUTION
Student council at the University of
Idaho, Southern Branch, is revising
the A. S. U. I. S. B. constitution in
order to prevent concentration of
student body offices. According to the
revisions, all campus offices would be
split into four classes. No one stu
dent could hold more than one office
in each class.
HOW IS TOUB COAL PILE?

MISSOULA COAL & TRANSFER
COMPANY
COAL and WOOD
Phone 3662

The
First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

ROBBIE’S
A R eal Drug Store
523 North Higgins

A TYPEWRITER
at home saves time and
helps grades— call

LISTER
Typewriter Service
“Underwood Agency”

for student rental rates
NO. 12 HAMMOND ARCADE
Phone 2457

Hewitt Announces Play Casts
For Spring Quarter Dramas
O’Neill’s “Ah Wilderness” Selected as Major Production;
“ In the Suds,” “Banns of Marriage,” and
“Still Life” Will Be One-Acts
Barnard Hewitt, director of dramatics, announced yesterday the
cast of “Ah Wilderness,” spring quarter major production, to be pro
duced Friday, May 8, and the casts for three one-act plays to be
presented Friday, April 3. Those who will take part in Ah Wilder
ness," a comedy of recollection by$

Grizzlies to Play
Foresters Defeat
Pharmacist Quint Anaconda Quintet
In Season Finale
Score Is 82 to 15 In Slow Game?
Castles Leads Scorers

Smelter City Independent BasketbnU
Team Is L ast Opponent
The inter-college basketball league
For Present Season
continued last night when the for
esters overwhelmed the pharmacists
The
Grizzly
basketball team will
32-15.
The game was slow all the way, play its last game of the present
with the foresters leading the whole season when they go to Anaconda
time. The score at tlie half was 16-3
in favor of the foresters. High point
man of the game was J. Castles with
a total of 13 points. Holden was high
scorer for the losers with i l points.
Lineups:
FG FT Pts.
Forestry (32)
4
H. Wheatley, rf ............. 2
J. Castles, I f ___ ............. 6
A. McDonald, c .. .............. 3
P. Muchmore, rg ............ 3
W. Castles, lg ... ............. 1
Substitute: R. Robinson.
Pharmacy (15)
FG
J. Baker, rf ....... ............. 1
D. Vaupel, If ...... ............. 0
F. Tidley, c ...... .............. 0
P. Holden, it .... ............. 5
I Merkowitz, rg ............. o

Eugene O’Neill, are Koyne Osborne,
Begins Spring Drill
Livingston, as Nat Miller, owner of
the “Evening Globe;’’ Jean McConochle, Lewistown, as his wife; Orville
Skones, Brad Smith, George Nink and
Margaret Henrikson, all of Missoula,
as the three sons and daughter.
The part of Sid Davis, Essie’s
brother, will be taken by Peter Meloy,
Townsend; Lily Miller, by Joimae
Pollock, Croteau; David McComber,
Tom Ogle,' Butte; Muriel McComber,
Dorothy Morris. Billings; Wint Selby,
John Alexander, Whitehall; Belle,
Kathryn Cope, Missoula; Nora, Eliza
beth Sherman, Kalispell; the bartend
er, William Marion, Missoula, and the
salesman by Carl Chambers, Billings.
Kai Heiberg, Missoula, Is assistant di
rector of the production.
The three one-act plays will be “In
Thursday, March 12, is the last day
the Suds,” "Still Life" and “The
for advanced registration. Students
Banns of Marriage.” “In the Suds," a
must turn in registration cards as
medieval French farce, was translated
soon as possible in order to avoid pay
Into English verse by Dr. and Mrs.
ment of the late registration fee. Pay
Barnard Hewitt and will be directed
ment of fees will be made from March
by Harold Shaw, Missoula. The cast
25 until March 28. Those students
is made up of Kai Heiberg, Missoula,
whose names begin with “A” through
as Jacquinot; Patricia McDonald,
“M” should pay their fees on March
Butte, as Jeannette, and Nan Shoe
25 and 26, and those whose names
maker, Missoula, as Jacquette.
begin with “N” through “Z” should
“Still Life,” a mad comedy by
pay their fees on March 27 and March
Ferenc Molnar will be directed by An
28. The registrar’s office will not be |
drew Corry. The part of the actor
open Saturday afternoon, March 28.
will be taken by Robert Bates, Great
If fees are not paid on the specified
Falls; the actress by Maryalys Marrs,
dates, a fine of $1 per day is charged
Missoula, and the maid of all work
with a $5 maximum.
by Kathryn Phelan, Missoula.
.
I “The Banns of- Marriage," a salty
There will be no NYA Work from
folk comedy by Charles Lee, will be
March 19 until reassignments are
I under the directorship of Helen Hal-1 Rhoda, Jordan Gives Department
made on March 26.
Of History Early Edition
loran. Anaconda. The part of Rev
Of “Ulster Gazette”
erend Cyril Bestwick will be taken
Thursday, March 19, there, will be
by William Gail, Billings; Alice by
an all-school mixer in the Student
Ruth Christian!, Red Lodge; William
Newspapers today are a far cry
Union building. The dance , will be
Hobb by Castle Thornton, Billings, from the papers of 1800, most people
called “Flunkers Fling” and will be
and Miss Charles by Hilda Harter, will agree, and a copy of the Ulster |
sponsored by the Independents. Ad
Forsyth.
County (New York) Gazette of Jan-| mission will be 25c.
uary 4, 1800, which recently has been
donated to the university, amply
OKLAHOMA FRATERNITIES
Students are invited to listen to Nat
EXEMPTED FROM TAXES shows the changes the newspapers Allen practice on the electric organ
have undergone. On January 4, 1800,
in the Student Union auditorium from
Fraternities and sororities located the United States was reading of the 4 until 5:30 every day.
in the state of Oklahoma are no longer death of George Washington, and the
subject to taxation, the Oklahoma Ulster paper, a five-column four-page
Active member^ of French club will
Supreme court has ruled after a fight sheet carried on exceedingly thin meet Tuesday night at 8 o’clock at
by two University of Oklahoma fra-, paper, describes in detail the senti the home of Dr. Louise G. Amold son.
ternities was carried to the state's ments of public men of the time who
tribunal for settlement In a unani had been informed of the death of the
There will be a faculty meeting in
mous ruling the court held fratern first president. The paper has been Main hall auditorium Wednesday at
ities were educational, non-profit placed in the treasure room in the 4:10 o’clock.
making institutions and were not sub library.
Rhoda Jordan, Orchard Homes resi
ject to taxation.
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
dent, sent the paper to Dr. Phillips a
few weeks ago. It is in excellent
VOODOO INITIATE HERE
condition.
J. Y. Leanord, educational advisor
The Gazette quotes from a message
for the CCC camp at Superior,-was a sent to Congress by President John
campus visitor yesterday. Leanord is Adams and the replica of the Senate
in all probability the only white man and the House of Representatives. One
in the United States who has been story says, in part, “New York, De
510 So. Higgins
H. McCain
formally baptised into the religious cember 23 . . . By the arrival of the
cult of Voodoolgm. He was admitted Factor from Falmouth we are put in
into a black tribe while he was travel possession of London papers to the
ing through the tropics where this twentieth of October, inclusive, from
COMPLETE OPTICAL
type of religion is practiced.
which we make the following selec
tions . . .” Several European battles
SERVICE
are described, while there is an “Eng
One responsibility means the
lish account of the battle of Zurich.”
Schramm-Hebard Meat Go.
most accurate possible work.
FRESH and SALT MEATS, FISH, The events described took place many
POULTRY and OYSTERS
weeks earlier. So much has news
paper communication speeded during
the 136 years that followed this “Vol
417 North Higgins Are. Phone 3121 ume II, Number 88” of the Gazette
129 East Broadway
that Reichsfuehrer Hitler in Germany
DR. L. R. BARNETT
delivers a speech which only a few
DR. D. R. BARNETT
later is carried by the press
Edgmond Beauty Parlor minutes
in all parts of the United States.
All Work Reasonably Priced
The two inside pages of the Gazette
NEW LOCATION — 126 Brooks S t are bordened in heavy black while the
Near High School — Phone 4835
column rules also are long, narrow,
black rectangles. The paper reprints
MISSOULA, MONTANA
eulogizing speeches by President
Adams, the Senate and the House.
“On Wednesday last the mortal part
of Washington the Great, the Father
of his country and the friend of man,
It’s Better Dry Cleaning
was confined to his tomb, with solemn
honors and funeral pomp.”
Florence Laundry Co.
| A large section of page three is
Dial 2302
Igiven over to the reproduction of a
poem “On the Death of George Wash
ington . . . by a Young Lady.” The
| first stanza is:
i “What means that solemn dirge that
Worn-down heels are
( the sign of a poorly
strikes my ear?
groomed person. Why
I “What means those mournful sounds
risk criticism when
—why shines the tear?
it’s so easy to be cor
Why toll the bells the awful knell
rect? Send us your
shoes today, or come
of fate?
iu and you can wait
Ah!—why those signs that do my
for them.
fancy sate?”
Page four of the paper is given over
Special Repair Service
to notices of sales and to small ad
vertisements. There is also a list of
“Letters remaining in this postoffice
January 1, 1800.”

Thursday night to meet an independ
ent team. The Boosters’ club has
scheduled the game to give the basket
ball fans of that city an opportunity
to see the Grizzlies in action.
Nine players, Coach A. J. Lewandowski, Kirk Badgley and Manager
Ed Cook will make the trip. The team
will leave Thursday morning and re
turn the same night so that the play
ers will be able to attend classes Fri
day. A few of the regular squad play
ers will not make the trip because of
examinations. Those making the trip

Under a Swedish law, persons con
victed on a charge of drunken driving
must serve a term in prison without
option of a fine. Last year the num
ber convicted for this offense de
creased 34 per cent.
are P. .Chumrau, C. Miller, M. Glover,
H. Blastlc, B. Thomson, W. Keithley,
J. Castles, J. Marsh and R. Stevens.

Notices

Orchard Homes
Woman Donates
1800 Newspaper

HAIRCUT

35c

0 . K. BarberShop

Presents the Latest Spring
Creations at a

STYLE
SHOW
Wednesday
MARCH 11
8 P. M. to 10 P. M.

Student Union
Building
— Sponsored by —
BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S
CLUB

Barnett Optical
Company

DON’T FORGET

“Prosperize”

YOUR HEELS!

A Glass of

Makes a Brighter Day

Carl Ross and Ted Hodges, coaches
j of the Dillon and* Great Falls basket
ball teams, division champions who
will play for the state title at Havre
next week, are graduates of the uni
versity.

. YOUNGREN’S
SHOE SHOP

A LIGHT SMOKE
O F R I C H , R I P E -B O D I E D T O B A C C O
O ver a period of years, certain basic
advances have been made in the selec
tion and treatment of cigarette tobaccos
for Lucky Strike Cigarettes.
They include preliminary analyses of
the tobacco selected; use of center leaves;
the higher heat treatm ent of tobacco

(“Toasting”); consideration of acid-alka
line balance, with consequent definite
improvement in flavor; and controlled uni
formity in the finished product. All these
combine to produce a superior cigarette—
a modem cigarette, a cigarette made of rich,
ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

L n rlrio c
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brartds Over luckyStrlke Cigarettes

5 ____ 5 . .

I

B R A N D

*

3

5 . .

3

C

•RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH OROUPS

- "IT’S TOASTED"

Shoe Repairs
WE DELIVER

Your throat protection-against irritation
-a g a in st cough

